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ABSTRACT

The main objective of this research is to find new method to enhance the procurement

system in Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP) by using tools that can assist in

enhancing the procurement system. The problem with current conduct is that, there is

no computerized system that can help in decision making to raise a Purchase

Requisition (PR) and can help track and manage inventory movement, which cost in

time and effort due to physical counting and leads to high human error and

operational tasks ineffi ciency.

This research encompasses the Inventory Management relation to Procurement

process, which utilizes the web application e-Inventory Management Information

System (eIMIS). The project looks at the related works by researchers from various

scope of study, which includes inventory management concepts, the importance of

tracking the stock age of an inventory and tracking the inventory level and how

inventory helps in managing procurement. It focus more on the consumables

inventory in Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS labs, developed using ASP.Net

language and having Microsoft Access 2007 as the database. This paper also touches

on the system flow, mechanism and tools used to develop and use the web

application. Two surveys were conducted to gather information on the user

acceptance towards the system and on the web application general look and feel,

which uses the System Usability Scale standards to know the level of the usability of
the elMIS. The result shows that the system is perceived as convenience and useful in

completing daily tasks of the users and the SUS is 82.25%o, which is high in usability.
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CHAPTER 1

PROJECT BACKGROUND

I Background Study

Procurement and inventory are interrelated with each other. Inventory

management manages the inventory in a manner that the company can provide the

inventory for sale based on customer's demand yet strive to achieve low inventory

level, while procurement process assists in getting the best deal for the inventory

should it need to be restocked.

Having too much inventory at hand can be troublesome as it ties up to the

company's capital and other costs. Therefore, this research is conducted to see how

stock aging and quantity checking tool can help in managing the inventory and how

the tools can help in procurement decision-making,

The researcher has taken Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP) as a case

study to clearly see if the existing practice in procurement system can be enhanced

with the proposed new method, which will make use of stock aging and quantity

checking especially on their lab facilities.

1.1 Problem Stetement

ln order to have an efficient procurement system at a minimal cost, UTP needs

procurement procedures that are prompt, convenient and accurate. In addition, the

procedures should be able to help in decision-making processes.

Currently, UTP's procurement flow needs to go through the approval stages of
at least trwo different departments, which are the faculties, and the LIP's Purchasing



Department. Not only that, the inventory tracking practice, which is done at the

faculty level, is different from one lab technician to the other.

Although the system is fairly effective, it lacks in terms of practicality as the

inventory tracking practice is decentralized and might cause confusion should there

be any new lab technician in charge of raising purchase Requisition.

Since the faculty is in charge in making the purchase requisition and keeping

track on the inventory, it is plausible for the purposed system to assist the faculty in
making the decision to re-order new stocks by having the quantity checking system,

as well as stock aging report to determine which item/stock that needs repurchasing

and which stocks that need to be disposed. This will result in a speedy and relatively

accurate decision-making as well as making the purchase requisition process more

efficient with the supporting reports and make it easier for the Purchase Requisition
approval process.

Without a proper material planning or inventory control system, UTp will not
only be wasting their time and money that willjeopardized their overall efficiency,
but also undue purchasing decision could lead to a delay in delivering optimum
operational needs.

1.2 Significant of the Project

The objective of the proposed new method in procurement project is basically
to provide the person in charge with tools that can help them in making decision to
procure and restock inventory. The significance of this project is to give assistance to
the person in charge to in terms of decision support for decision making to procure

and restock inventory. The project also gives the person in charge the bird eye's view
on inventory quantity level which is the determinant of re-order point as well as give



the information which inventory is a fast or slow moving in order to avoid obsolete

stock and too much stock on hand.

1.3 Scope ofStudy
The aim of this project is to explore options for a new procurement system that

would focus on the inventory re-order supports such as stock aging report and

quantity checking system as well as to explore the alternatives to enhance the

Purchase Requisition notification system. To do this, a consultation session with

representatives from UTP's faculties and Purchasing Department will ensue to look at

the procurement flow, how inventory are tracked and how the decisions are made.

Research area of this project consist of identifying the most suitable design principle

that can be applied in developing the system logic and the interface, as well as

integrating the proposed system with the real world business process. UAT (User

Acceptance Test) will also be conducted in order to test the usability of this system.

1.4 Objectives
The objectives of the research are as follows:

To research on the information needed to build the system logic

To research on suitable principle that needs to be applied in designing suitable

interface for application.

To develop a system that can:

o Provide stock age tracking and quantity checking tool

o Act as an online platform for request for consumables to be made and

tracked

To test on usability of the application.



1.5 FeasibilityStudies

1.5.1 Economic Feasibility
Economic feasibility covers the development costs, operating costs, and intangible

costs and benefits. For the development and operating costs which consist of labor,

hardnare. soflware, licensing and user trainings, the figure can be roughly projected

as belou'.
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Table 1.5-l: Estimated Cost Incurred for Development and Operetiond Slde

According to a report by Yankee Group (2005), product information management

(PIM) increases inventory management process by 25%. This is a part of intangible

benefits that the proposed system provides. Other than that, with the development of
the proposed system, higher quality products can be provided and reduction in

inventory that can cut down costs of forward ordering due to better decision-making

based on the proposed system outcomes - the Stock Aging report and the Quantity

checking system.



1.5.2 Technical Feasibility

The technical feasibility focus around the big question: (-.an we build it? which

govems the familiarity of the functional area, the technology area, project size and

the compatibility of the proposed system (Dennis et al, 2010, p 46).

(i) Minimum risks on Technology area

Based on the general observation made in UTP's Purchasing Department it

can be said that the personnel is familiar with the functional side of the proposed

system and IT literate, seeing the department is using the SAP ERP system to assist in

procurement processes Thus, the risks of developing the proposed system are at

minimum.

(ii) Medium risks on familiarity of the functional area

Although the Purchasing Department are clear of the other departments'

functions and roles in providing them the information that they need to continue with

the procurement process (i.e Purchase Requisition), the departments or faculties work

in a decentralized form which means different practice for diflerent person.

Therefore, the risks of the developing the proposed system in this context are

medium.

(iii) Medium risks on Project Size

The project size of the proposed system is in a small to medium scale due to it
being developed individually and it caters the small portion of the whole procurement

processes, which also minimize the development risks. Furthermore, the proposed

system will be developed in Visual Basic environment and uses the Microsoft Access

as the database that is easier to maintain compared to other platform.



1.5.3 Operational Feasibility

Operational feasibility is a measurement tool on how well the proposed system

addresses the problems, takes advantages of the opportunities identified in the system

scope definition and how well it satisfies the requirement identified in the

requirement analysis phase in the development (Bentley et al,2OO7, p. al f .

The proposed system helps in introducing new method of decision making in

making purchases, which indirectly gives benefits in terms of cost reduction in

purchasing inventory (i.e lab facilities). The proposed system also addresses the

communication issues between the Purchasing Department and the lab technicians by

providing the notification system once the Purchase Requisition has been approved

by the Head of Department.

In order to cater the adaptability challenges that the proposed system will issue,

internal training will be provided to the users, mainly the lab technicians on how to

use the system and how to incorporate the proposed system in their job scope to

enhance their productivity and job efficiency.

1.5.4 Schedule Feasibility

The time frame that is desirable for the system is 8 months. The development

process will involve 5 different phases which are based on the System Development

Life Cycle (SDLC) methodology; Planning, Analysis, Design, Implementation and

Maintenance. The planning, analysis and part of the design phase will be conducted

in the first 4 months, while the rest will be conducted in the remaining 4 months.

Each phases involve are turned into milestone in order to avoid delay and saves on

the development costs.
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CHAPTBR 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Inventory Management: Definitions and Concepts

Procurement process, which starts with creation of purchase requisition, happens

when inventory is low on stock and need to be re-ordered or purely because new

stock is needed. It is closely related with the inventory management processes in

terms of tracking the consumption quantity and identifies re-order level. Therefore,

maintaining the right inventory levels is crucial for businesses because if it is not

properly managed, the inventory can be liability to a company.

According to Chary (2000, p. 137) and Mercado (2008, p. l), inventory

management deals with the continuous need to ensure how much to keep on hand,

how frequent and when the inventory need to be replenished. Inventory is running

capital thus; the inventory control is an important aspect of operation management.

Inman (n.d.) state that inventory management, or inventory control is a way to

balance inventory needs and requirements with the need to minimize costs that

resulted from obtaining and holding inventory. Based on this context, Chisholm

(2000) agrees by noting that the inventory is a potential source of cost reduction and

for efficiency's sake, public sector organizations are also focusing on inventory

management i mprovements.

Reimer et al. (n.d.) as discussed in the article The Benefits of Inventory Control,

industry averages suggest that a 20 percent reduction in inventory is obtainable with

an inventory control system which also given an example where, for a company with

11



a yearly sales volume ol $1 million, such a decrease would result in savings of

$14,400 per year and would make $48,000 of new liquidity available for reinvestnent

purposes. In a brief, controlling the inventories of the company can help cut major

costs and have a remarkable impact on the financial bottom line of the company. To

quote Reimer et al., "l.he benefits of inventory control far outweigh the coslC'. This

view goes hand in hand with the holding costs (Beasley, n.d.) disadvantages, one of

which leads to money tied up and decrease the opportunity cos! labor, obsolescence

costs and storage costs all of which resulted from holding unnecessary amount of
inventory on hand.

2.1 The Importance of Identifying Quantity Levet and Ilaving Stock Aging

Record

It is suffrce to say that reducing inventory is the desirable outcome. Black (2008,

p, 112) suggests that one of the first steps one can take is by classi$ing parts

inventories as one of three types, which are:

o f, - Dead Stock This inventory is not needed, as it might be obsolete,

outdated, or damaged. Action should be taken to diminished them.

o f - Parts out of balance, which refer to too many stock on hand.

c I - Part whose inventories may be considered under contol.

High urgency of action needs to be taken to both category X and category y
inventories to eliminate bad inventory and holding costs.

Craig (2011) stated that inventory has a "limited shelfJife", which in retailing

world, means that there is an opportunity period for that inventory to be sold. Once

the period ends, the sales value of it decreases and the profitability and inventory

turnover are not maximized. In addition to this issue, excess inventory may also

influence service and operations such as incurring unnecessary freight costs, and

should the company does cycle counting, then such (dead) inventory that is counted

too often may lead to wasted time and effort.

12



This is where implementing an inventory management tool can be beneficial.

Category X, which is the dead stock, can be identified with the use of the proposed

system's outcome, which is the Stock Aging record. As the name suggests, it

contains information on the age of the stock and the shelf-life information. From this,

not only the management can identify which stock is reaching its maximum shelfJife,

but also able to know which ones are the fast or slow moving inventories so that they

can make decision whether to keep purchasing the inventory or looking for an

alternative.

Another proposed system's outcome, which is the quantity checking tool can help

in determining what and how much inventory is needed as discussed in the earlier

section. As mentioned by Black (2008, p. I l2), those inventories in Category Y need

a strong attention in order to lessen quantity, which can be beneficial by using the

tool. Another usage of this tool can also be seen in determining the re-order point. A

re-order point is basically a level of inventory that is chosen as the signal to replenish

(Mercado, 2008, p 64)

2.2 The Importance Practicing Inventory Control Management with

Procurement Processes

In many large organizations such as UTP inventory purchasing are separate units

that may reside in the same department or in different departments that can be

depicted with a real life situation, whereby inventory management and tracking is

done at the Faculty level while purchasing processes are done by the Purchasing

Department. When inventory departrnents work closely with purchasing departrnents

(Chisholm, 2000) such advantages could be obtained:

Increase in Vendor performance and on-time delivery

Decrease stock outs

Increase savings potential

13



Chisholm (2000) also suggests that inventory management departments must

work with purchasing departments and customers to bring together the two

conflicting objectives. - (1) maximize customer service (which is to provide material

when the customer needs it) and (2) minimize inventory dollars (which is to control

the number of cash invested in parts and material). Ways to meet these two

conflicting objectives include the following:

' Clear and regular communication among maintenance, inventory management,

and purchasing departments;

. Dynamic material planning by maintenance, inventory management, and

purchasing departments;

. Effective physical control of parts

In relation to that, Schreibfeder (2004) stated that an early warning system or

simply a notification system is a good practice to have due to its usefulness in alerting

a buyer ofan approaching crisis.

One of the ways to acquireftrave the early warning system is to noti$ the

available quantity of stock on-hand whether it is below the safety stock level or not.

The safety stock acts as insurance inventory, which is designed to compensate for

delays in receiving replenishment shipments. Requester (in our case, the faculty staff,

say a lab technician) should be informed if reserved inventory is being used so that

they can advance existing incoming shipments or obtain the product from an alternate

source (Schreibfeder,2004). The early waming system in a way helps in meeting the

two conflicting objectives described by Chisholm above. To quote Schreibfeder

(2004), "They won't receive a multitude of alerts, but every one they do get will
require the ir attention ".

14



Chisholm (2000) also states that determining the quantity of inventory to be

purchased can be based on a variety of factors such as material forecasts, inventory

target levels, or simply the current amount of inventory on hand.

In a nutshell, a proper inventory management would help in terms of projecting

inventory requirements both for the short term and long term and plan for the increase

or decrease in inventory stock accordingly (Chisholm, 2000).

15



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3 Research Methodolory

The research methodology section represents the strategies that consist of

collecting and analyzing data collected in order for meaningful analysis and

interpretations of the research findings to be present. This section focuses on giving

the insights on how the research is carried out. This includes the mode of data

collection, how the data is analyzed and the research tool design.

Vital information for this research work are collected through primary and

secondary sources with the combination of:

(l) Interview with the key personnel in the purchasing department and the

faculties of UTP. (See Appendix l.lnterview Outline)

(2) Observation of the inventory management and procurement processes in order

to have more understanding on the procurement and the inventory

management flow

(3) Document reviews which consists of records of any relevance document

involved during the inventory and procurement processes

(4) Acceptance survey will be conducted on the selected population, which

consist of UTP's lab technicians. (See Appendix 2- Acceptance Sumey)

(5) eIMIS Web Application Usability Test will be conducted on selected

population, which consist ol the system's related users (See Appendix 3.

eIMIS Llreb Application (lsability Test)

15



3.1 Sample Design

3.1.1 Defining the population

An acceptance survey has been conducted in the campus on relevant personnel

such as lab technicians because they are responsible in raising a Purchase Requisition,

on all relevant departments which are the: (l) Department of Chemical Engineering,

(2) Department of Civil Engineering, (3) Department of Geosciences & Petroleum

Engineering, (4) Department of Engineering & Electronic Engineering, (5)

Department of Computer and Information Sciences and last but not least, (6)

Department of Fundamental & Applied Sciences.

Not only that, the eIMIS web application usability test also took place in the

campus on selected personnel such as students (for the requester role, as well as other

roles), lab technician and lab executive in order to gather information on the level or

scale of the application usability to a real world implementation.

3.1.2 Sample Size

The total number of lab technicians from the departments mentioned is 106.

From this number, 25 respondents have desired to represent the overall population.

This is due to the limitation of costs and time constraint to reach out to above 25

respondents.

The usability test was conducted on 15 respondents which l0 of them being

students that act as a requester as well as represent as the general respondents that

gives general outlook on the look and the feel of the web application, where as

another 5 consists of lab technician and lab executive to test the usability of each

role's module functions and flow. This is due to the limitation of costs and time

constraint to conduct a full application usability test to the users.

L7



3.2 Research Hypothesis

The following hypothesis was tested in this research work:

Impl ementati on Hypothesi s

. H0: UTP does not make use the inventory management approach in making

decision to procure inventory

' Hl: UTP make use the inventory management approach in making decision to

procure inventory

Usability Hypothesis

. H0: eIMIS web application is hard to use in terms of the whole look and feel

of the application and users are less likely to use the web application once

implemented

. Hl: eIMIS web application easy to use in terms of the whole look and feel of

the application and users are most likely to use the web application once

implemented

3.3 Method for data presentation end interpretation

The data collected will then be mainly presented in graphic forms, which are

the combinations of:

(i) Qualitative data such as the existing procurement flow which is hoped to be

gathered via the interview session will be presented in a well thought out flowchart in

order to give depiction on how the procedure flow from one to another.

(ii) Quantitative data that are derived from the acceptance survey and application

usability test will be utilizing the use of bar charts and pie charts to identify and

differentiate the percentage or value obtained from different group of respondents.

A standard font is used to accompany the graphic in terms of its a:ris

descriptions and title. Not only that, filled patterns will also be utilized depending on

its relevance to present the data more distinctively from one another. According to

18



Egger et al. (n.d.) data collection is the systematic copy of information while the data

analysis consist of identifying patterns and trends in data sets collected and the data

interpretation in explaining the identified patterns and trends.

Upon collecting the qualitative data from both the interview and the

observations, careful analysis has been done to prepare a SWOT analysis to analyze

how to best cater both parties. The results of the survey are processed using the (l)
SPSS software and (2) the word processing software, Microsoft Word 2008.

3.4 System Methodolory

Analysis

Figuro 3-1: Ttrowrwey Prototyp.

Based on the fact-finding activities findings, it can be said that the proposed

system should be developed in a throwaway prototype environrnent, which requires

the developer to always analyze and design ttre current prototype state with the user to
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ensure the developer meet the user requirements, as user requirements tend to change

fiom time to time.

3.5 Project Activities

This project consists of four main activities, which are (1) the Planning Phase (2)

the Analysis Phase (3) the Design & Development Phase and (4) the Implementation

Phase. The section will elaborate more on each phase of the project in details.

3.5.r Gantt chart and Key Milestone

Flgure 3-2:Gantt chart FYP ll and l(ey Milestone

Based on the Gantt chart, 12 weeks are estimated for the development of

etMIS. For the first half of the semester (week I until week 5); they are dedicated

solely for data gathering for database development purposes, drafting and designing

the web interfaces. By week 6 onwards, the backend coding for the website which

consists of full development phase will be executed.

A user acceptance test (UAT) alpha level will be conducted on week 10, which the

system will operate in 907o completion with dummy data for the developer to do

testing and do quick bug fixing. After the pre-EDX which is week I I onwards, eIMIS
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will

will

be given a test run using UAT beta for the real-world user(s) and final tweaks

be completed by week 12.

3.5.2 Planning Phase

During planning phase, the business concept and value of the project is determined

and identified. A preliminary studies has been conducted in order to identify feasible

aspects of the project and based on this, a project plan has been produced. The

deliverables for this phase is the feasibility studies and the project execution plan.

3.5.3 Analysis Phase

During this phase, research has been conducted to investigate and discover the

function and the limitation of the proposed project. Research methodology has been

identified in order to act as a tool in data gathering to further analyze the capabilities

and the limitation of the inventory management tool. After the data gathering

activities has been conducted, in depth analysis on the findings also been done in

order to identifo whether the inventory management tool will accepted and used once

it is implemented, and this helps in proceeding the next phase.

3.5.4 Design & DeveloPment Phase

All the actions taken along the development of the system are documented under

this section. The actions include the development of the interfaces storyboard on how

they interconnected with each other as well as the functions available, the

development of the database, and how the user interfaces will look like. The outline

or draft of the whole outlook on the system has to be developed first before executing

the actual implementation. Also, during this stage, the proposed system's narne was

identified which is called e-Inventory Management Information System (eIMIS).

Below are some of the activities conducted throughout the design phase for the

system:
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3.5.4.1.f Database Design

The database is the backbone of any system; therefore it took longer time in

identifying the entities involved together with its attributes and relationships to one

another. The relationships between the tables in the database are in this order

3.5.4.1.2 Storyboard

A website storyboard is an illustration of the relationships between the web pages that

constitutes the site. For eIMIS, a storyboard has been developed in order to assist in interfaces

design in the future and to ensure that the flow is as intended. There are basically three basic

flows in eIMIS that can be depicted in a storyboard below:

1. RequestJlou.' User have to log in ) make a request underNew Request )
Lab Exec review, approves and allocate ) Lab Technician do the

allocation (under the Monitor Request))Requester can view Request

Status and allocation

Stock Age Reporx Jlow: Lab Technician or Lab Executive fillcd in the

criteria ) eIMIS populate the data based on criteria selected

QuantiE Cheching flmr:Lab Technician or Lab Executive filled in the

criteria ) eIMIS populate the data based on criteria selected

3.5.4.1.3 Sitemap

f ..',,., | ^sii'
tt l::: l

E .*,". | ,i;;;* I -:ts. i ;;,'*
-* ''... r;.:lrI&!:EL ,';d*gr- -ma-

l'ffi;i: l. 'rlm.milffil traa, IDGI ffiu

2.

3.

ll.rr, &
D.*

Flgurc !l-3: .lMlS Sltcm.p
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3.5.4.2 DevelopmentPhase

3.5.4.2.1 Database Development

After the entities, attributes and relationships between the entities have been

identified and draft out, the next step is to develop the eIMIS database together with

the tables.

3.5.4.2.2 Website Interfaces Development

The development of the pages started parallel with the development of the

storyboard. The priority of pages creations are given based on its functions and for

the time being, only pages that contain critical forms are created in order to ensure all

the basic functions related to the system can be connected smoothly.

3.5.5 Tools
The development of eIMIS involve using Adobe Macromedia and Adobe

Photoshop CS4 for the interfaces, a developer tool that supports web based

application due to its multi-user client/server architecture nature which is the

Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Ultimate that supports Visual Basic and ASP.net

programming language. For the database, Microsoft Access 2010 is used for the

database design and development

After the prototype has been completed, application usability test has been

conducted which the research methodology has been described in Research

Methodology section. The usability test is used to improve and fix any usability

problems before it can be implemented to the users.

3.6 Implementation Phase

During this phase, the system will be l}Oyo complete constructed based on the

prototype developed and it undergoes several testing in order to ensure it is bug free

in order to run properly and produced the desired result.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter will discuss the results and findings from the research methodology

tools discussed in Chapter 3. It will cover the qualitative findings from the interview,

document review and observation, as well as the quantitative findings from the

acceptance survey and eIMIS web application conducted.

4 Findings

4.1Qualitative Data

4.1.1 Interview & Observation

Interview is the most common and direct method to gather information. The

session has been conducted thrice, which the initial interview was conducted with the

Purchasing Department, once through phone since the location of the interviewer at

that particular time was not in campus, while the second interview conducted through

personal meeting both with the Chemical Engineering Departrnent. The Chemical

Engineering Department is the representative of the faculty level since it is relevant to

implement both Quantity Checking tool and Stock Aging report as the department's

procurement tool. Below is the interview summary based on the interviews

conducted:

Person Inteniewed:

' Mr Elias, Purchasing Department personnel, Purchasing Department,

Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS.
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. Mr Fadhullah, Lab Executive, Chemical Engineering Department, Universiti

Teknologi PETRONAS.

Interviewer.' Nur Dalila Radzali @ Razali.

Purpose: to obtain better understanding on the current system and the requirements

for new system to be developed.

Summary of Inteniew:

. Interview with Purchasing Department

o The interview conducted with Mr Elias exposed the procurement flow

in UTP as a whole, which consist of the current existing system used

in Purchasing Department, the role and responsibilities of Purchasing

Department, which is to process all the purchase request and finding

the right vendor to match the request and get the best deal. Based on

ttre interview, it is found that the UTP is using SAP ERP to handle its

procurement flow as a whole, which starts from the purchase

requisition (PR) up until the purchase order and invoicing. In order to

raise a PR, user needs to log on PINTAS, which is a customized SAP

system for UTP's Purchasing Department.

o Due to this information, it is found that the faculty staff such as lab

technicians and lab executives raises most PR.

o The cost of using PINTAS in terms of only obtaining password and

username consumed a large sum of money, which is RM 5,000.

o In order to complete a procurement process, one need to undergo

several approval level such as getting endorsement from the Head of

Department, and then another endorsement from Financial

Department.
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o It is also found that the communication between Purchasing

Department and faculties level are ineflicient because there is no

notification system that can notify Purchasing Deparbnent of an

approved PR from the faculty.

Interview with Chemical Engineering Department

o It is found that there is no computerized system that monitors the

inventory, which caused in manual counting and tracking. The current

manual system flow can be illustrated as below:

Flgurc rt-1:Cur?ent M.nu.l System Flow ior lnuentoryTr.ckant

o The manual inventory tacking which is the physical count is the only

tool used to raise a PR to procure stock that falls under the safety level.

Sometimes the lab technicians gave the wrong information on the

material's name, which results in high human error and cost a lot of
time to correct.

o The Excel files used to store material information lacks secrrrity

measures to it, which makes it prone to unreliable data and

information.
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o From the interview, its is costly to purchase an inventory system which

for only for licensing might cost around RM 80,000 per year and it is

''"iTld*ilil: 
ffiffi 

a'[esory or i nven'iory whi ch are :

. Asset (Above RM 50,000)

o The proposed system is desired to have these capabilities:

Multi user environment that can caters to material usage

request such as student, tutor etc.

: l#::::",*"':T*"#"T: who is responsib,e ror

inventory used

Enable lab executive to monitor the inventory movement,

request and view any purchase requisition made by lab

technicians

: IJT:.1:HJffi]:T:T:[ informa,ion on each

inventory (optional)

. Observation

o Based on the informal observation made during the interview, it can be

said that the user (lab executive) is keen on having the proposed

system and having it implemented for the department usage.

o In addition to that, they are planning to request for an inventory

management system similar to the proposed system

1.1.2 Document Reviews

There are two documents reviewed during the interview which l) consist of
procurement process flowchart issued by Purchasing Department and 2) Excel file of



inventory information issued by Chemical Engineering Department which can be

seen below:

univefsiti Teknologi PE TROiIAS

LFSU Chenical lnvenlo.y lchcmE.Bl

lrlroOr'@l

Flgure &2:Excel Sheet contalnlnt Matetial Master Data

4.1.3 Database Data

As mentioned, in the first few weeks, data from UTP technologists from five

faculties which are l) ITMS (CIS Department) 2) Chemical Engineering Department

3) Petroleum & Geoscience Departnent 4) Civil Engineering DeparEnent and 5)

Electrical & Electronic Department welt gathered in order to have an overview on

how the database would look like.

From the data gathered, it can be concluded that the eIMIS is well suited for the

consumables asset and not appropriate for tracking small inventory such as nails in

Civil Engineering Department and lab equipment such as given by the Electrical &

Electronic Department. It is also found that, ITMS could benefit from the periodical

notification on nearing expiration for software licensing.
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Due to some irrelevant data gathered, it is decided that only data from ITMS and

Chemical Engineering Department will be used as the dummy data for the system to

enable clear concept testing on inventory tracking and management for both stock age

report and quantity checking.

1.1.4 Interfaces Data

Since eIMIS is intended to act as an alternative for procurement method practice

in UTP, the UTP main website was studied in order to gather an understanding what

makes a good website to represent UTP. A combination color of white, blue and gold

are used for the interfaces and the navigations are made simple by mimicking the

navigation on the UTP eJearning website.

4.2 Quantitative l)ata

At present, two survey has been conducted in the period of 8 months starting from

Final year Project I in September 201I until now, in completing the Final Year

Project II in January 2012. The first survey as mentioned in the research methodolog5r

section is the acceptance survey and the second one conducted recently is the

application usability test survey. The findings are as below:
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4.2.t Acceptance Suruey

Ouantity Checking Tool and Stock Agc R?port
Uscfulncss Based on Dcpartmcnt

]l 'Istl , : h€l ng Tcl
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Flgure 4-3: Quantity checklng tool and stock .ge report uselulncsr

Based on the acceptance survey results, it is found that all 6 departments agree

that the both quantity checking tool and stock age report are useful to the respondents.

In addition to that, based on the responses received, it can be said that Chemical

Engineering Department, Geoscience & Petroleum Engineering Department and

Fundamental of Applied Science Department (FASD) finds that Stock age report is

more relevant to the department's daily tasks compared to quantity checking tool

while responses from Computer & Information Science Deparhnent, Electrical &

Electronic Engineering Deparrnent and Civil Engineering Department shows that the

Quantity checking tool is more useful compared to stock agng report.
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Proposed Systcm's Convenicncc to Daily Tasks
and Workload Based on Department
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Flgure 4-4: Proposed systom's conu.nience to dally taskr and workloed

The acceptance survey also covers the respondents' perceptions on the level

of conveniences that the proposed system would bring should it be implemented.

From the responses received, it is found that on average based on deparunents,

respondents feel that the proposed system is convenient on a scale 3 to 4, with 4 being

the most convenient to the respondents' daily tasks and workload.
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Levcl of Expericncc on Procurcmcnt Systcm
Bascd on Dopartmcnt

EDqEen,r ErJEJns ,lH".l:fl" Drr{

OiEr

Daprnm.nt

Figure lF5: Level of Experience on Procurement Svstom

Based on the figure above, on average all 6 departments have lab technicians with

experience more than 3 years in using a procurement system, which shows that the

validity towards user acceptance of the proposed system is reliable and favorable

even for experienced user.

4.2.2 eIMIS WebApplication Usability Test Survey

The survey has been conducted to 15 respondents with time constraint of 5

minutes per person in order to have a general browsing experience and to evaluate the

general look and feel of the web application. Another 5 to l0 minutes was given to

the respondents to go through eIMIS users' module - 5 persons each for each module

(a) as the requester (b) as the lab technician (c) as the lab executive.

The survey which consists of 17 questions altogether, was divided into wvo

sections, which (l) is the General Observation and (2) the System Usability Scde

(SUS). The findings:re as below:
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4.2.2.1 GeneralObservation

Ejtrancly otficrl lLrlfd E sy Extr!fidyE sy
Drtricrl

How resy it li to nrvlgil. ttrough tho wobrltr?

Flgurc 4-6: The lcyel of ceslncrs ln nevlgetln3 tto rlMIS mbdtr

From the question "IIow easy it is to navigate through the website?" it is
found that the mod of responses is under the Extremely hsy group while Easy hold

the second most answered responses and Neutral received the lowest responses.

Based on this information, it can be said that the web application is generally

extremely easy to navigate, and this helps in deciding whether or not to make

enhancement or changes on the web application way of navigations.
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Figure {-7: Suit blllty of Font SIzo U3.d

Based on the responses received, 93.33oh of the respondents agree that the

font size used is suitable for the whole web application, while only 6.670/o

respondents think that the font size is unsuitable, but it is due to his/trer

shortsightedness. Based on this information, the web application will continue with

the font face, but the size used will be enhanced by only 0.5em in order to cater to the

6.67Yo respondent's Problem.
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Flgura +8: Urer's Awtencss of Avelleblo Actlon3 on clMlS

Based on the l}}yo responses on user awareness of available actions to them on

elMIS, it can be said that eIMIS successfully manage to implernent authorization

level by limiting and classi$ different actions for difilerent role of users.
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4.2.2.2 System Usability Scale (SUS)

Questions Rating Average (minus I or 5 minus the rating

everage)

1. I think it is easy to understand the flow
of the module

4.2 - | :3.2

2. I found the module to be unnecessarily
complex

5-1.3=3.7

3. I think I would like to use this module
frequently

4.3 -l = 3.3

4. I thought there was too much

inconsistency in this module
5-06=44

5. I found the various module in this web
application were well integrated

4.2 - | :3.2

6. I think that I need the support of a

technical person to be able to use this
module

5-19=31

7. I would imagine that most people would
learn to use this module very quicklv

4.0-l=3

8. I found the module is very cumbersome
to use

5-1.7=3.3

9. I felt very confident in using this module 3.8- I =2.8

10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I

could get going using the module
5-1.9=3.1

Total 32.9

FlSure 4-9: SUs R$ults

By using the System Usability Scaling, the results of the overall usability of the

system can be gathered. The table above shows the summary of the whole

questionnaire and each question has its own rating. This value obtain can be usd to

calculate the SUS score. First, sum the score contributions from each question. Each

question's score contribution will range from 0 to 4. For questions 1,3,5,7,and 9 the

score contribution is the scale position minus l. For questions 2,4,6,8 and 10, the

contribution is 5 minus the scale position. Then, multiply the sum of the scores by 2.5

to obtain the overall value of SUS. From the table, the total sum of all question is

32.9. Next, the sum will be multiplied with 2.5; 32.9 x2.5 = 82.25. Based on this, the

result is more that 50o/o which makes the eIMIS web application's level of usability is

high. The Usability Hypothesis of Hl is proven.



1.3 Discussion

Based on the rcsults, it can be said that the overall acceptance of the proposd

system is favorable and will make users' daily tasks and workload much more easy

and convenient. From the interviews conducte4 it can be said that the proposod

system will cater to more than I user and should be in a website form due to its ndurc

of multi-user and information sharing. The flow of the proposed systqn would be as

follow:

{.3.1 Use Case Diagrem

tigure 4-1O: Use Case Diagram for elMlS

The pncposed system will cater to thr€e diffEr€nt uscrs, which arc 6e RcquesEr,

Lab technicians and Lab executive.

r Actor: RequesEr

x



o Role: Request material for used

o Activity:

. Reglster as requester by providing personal information upon

registration

. Provide material description that he or she wants to use

r Actor: Lab Technicians

o Role: Act as the middle men that manages requests and monitoring

inventory in hiVher location

o Activity:

. Register as lab technician by providing personal information

upon registration

. Provide material based on the material descriptions allocated

by the lab executive

. Record material usage/material movement

r Manage material in storage location (lab)

. Receive notification should the quantity of inventory (in his/trer

lab) falls below safety stock

r Can view stock aglng report specifically for his or her lab.

r Actor: Lab Executive

o Role: Act as the top level management that views, monitor and

maintain material in inventory as a whole

o Activity:

. Reglster as Lab Executive by providing personal information

upon registration

r Manage request approvals and do allocation for the lab

technicians

r Manage material as a whole deparrnent/faculty
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. Receive notifications if any of the material in any of dre labs

fall below the safety level

. Can view stock agrng report on all material in the

department/faculty

1.t.2 SWOT Analysis

Based on the qualitative findings from the interviews, observations and online

forum and joumal reading, this is the proposed system's SWOT analysis:

I.rlrle /l.r! l: !'W{.'rl Arralysisfor elMlS

1.1 Current System vs eIMIS'flon'
The findings also show that there are some differences in how both current

syst€m and eIMIS work, which can be shown below:

Strength (S) er*ne,$ec (XD

. Offers multi-uset system, that allows

more interactive and systematic ruays

in Eacking inventory

. Low in cost

. No expertise on detailed informatim

on material (e.g: DOSH reqriremeat

for cbemical compound)

r Needto getapprovalfromiPerintis

fo,r implementadorg uthich m;ght

sost so6s time and effort

Opportunfty (O) -,Strrrt,(I.),

. Have space for enhancement since

UTP have improper faculties le;vel

inventory managernent

r More adyance inventory

managemeil system (e.g: if UTP

&cides to in&:grate all of its firnction

using SAPin$ead)
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Figure 4-11: Current Mrnuel System Flow

Fltur€ 4-12: clMlS flow
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4.5 Deliverablcs Interdrces

4.5.1 Landing Pege
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4.5.2 Requester Module

4.5.2. I Default Requester Pege
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4.5.2.2 C re"r:) : Request

4.523Trrck Rcqucst
+ Ci 6
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Egultll6:Tre.tnlSEtll
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4.5.3 Lab Technician Module

4.5.3.1 Default Lab Technicien Page.;-;=;;-_-_-_-

4.53.2

f, rrror*6.

FEurc$!7: Defadt tabTednldan Pa3s

MonitorRcquest

ll

-

i

-

I

I

Flgugl-l8: ltonltor feqrctt Pefc
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4.5.3.3

4.53.4

.".':*",*tceiPt 
(In)

O

Ffurc ]19: Goods Receipt (ln) P.S€

Stock Age Report

Ffure ]20: Stodt Ags RepoiE Flter pege
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Ffure ]23: Qu.ntltY OlecHrg Toot Result PaSa

4.5.a l,rb Erecutive Module

4.5.4.1 Default Leb Executive Pege
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4.5.4.2 Apprcve & Allocete Request
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

In conclusion, eIMIS provides an online platform for request on lab consumables to

be made and tracked online. Not only that, it acts as an online tool for a simple

inventory management and decision support system for procurement practice in

Universiti Teknologu PETRONAS.

Based on the research conducted and after going through the development and

implementation phase, it can be said that eIMIS has room for improvements. For

future enhancements, it is recommended that the staff and students registration should

be integrated with the existing UTP database, which uses the existing student or staff

IDs instead of email as the username as per current practice on the elMIS.

Not only that, it is advisable to provide expertise description on material based on

faculties - for example, lab consumables for Chemical Engineering Department needs

a documentation for how to handle the consumables as well as the Department of

Occupational Safety and Health (DOSH) as the Health, Safety and Environment

(HSE) precautionary measures regarding the lab consumables. Last but not leasg

eIMIS could be improved by implementing a notification system to alert on low level

and inventory nearing expiry via email. It is hope that eIMIS would able to give

significant convenience to a day-to-day business operation.
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Q rtt.s t io tts:

l) Clrrr vorr brietlv cxplaltt on yoilr position and yotlr daily tasks?

'2) Arr' vort teIttililtr rvith th(' UTP's procurelllclrt proccdurt'?

3) Cup yptr tcll rle thc avorage of Pttrchasc Rcquistion yott havo to Inake rn a rnonth?

4) With thr'0xistillg systern in rnirrtl, can you tcll tne how tlo vou Inake a tlecision t() raise a lrrtr.hilso

r(' qtltsltiol)? [on what llasis)

S) l'11 uwart'that v()u need t<r use PINTAS Ian SAP svsrctn) to crcate vour Purchast'Rctlursition,

wllie h is g()orl. [{()w0vcr', do yott ncctl ttt croat0 a mallual PR ht'fort'votl can proccetl lvith cr('ilting
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Appendix 1. Interview Outline

Interview
Interviewer:
Nur Dalila Radzali @ Razali

Appointment Debils

Date:
Start time:
Venue:
Department:

Oblectives & Reminders

To gather user's ba (job scope, daily tasks, system

To gather information on the current procurement flow
To gather any documents to be reviewed
To do observation on the flow ofthe

nda & Estimated Time

lntroduction
Background on the prolect research oblectlves

Background onthe proposed new method

' Topic 1: Questions on user
. fopic 2: Questions on existing system and challenges hced

General question:

I mln
5 mln
2 mln
7 mln
l0 mln
5 mln

General Observations:

Questions:
1) Can you briefly explain on your position and your daily tasks?

2) Are you familiar with the UTP's procurement procedure?

3) Can you tell me the average of Purchase Requistion you heve to meke ln e month?

4) Widr the exisring system in mind, can you tell rne how do you meke s decblon to rsltc r purrhtsc

requisition? (on what basis)

5) I'm aware that you need to use PINTAS (an SAP system) to creete your Putgh.$ Requltttbn,
which is good. However, do you need to create a manuat PR before you c.n proccrd wlth creedrg
it on dre system?

6) Regarding questson no 5, do you need any speclfic authortsation lerrel ln order to acctss plt{TAS?

7) I've been told by the Purchasing Department that you need to rnenualty lnform ticm .bqt rny
PR drat has been approved before they can procd. Do you $lnk 61b brlrg sfnlflcent
inconvenience to your daily tasks?

8) Do you have any experience in using a decision support system ln rDahry declrton b procun,
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Appendix 2: Acceptance Sun'ey

The objective of this questionnaire is to find or.rt the acceptance of implementing I rEw Procw!illcnl

method in Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS, which is ttuotlgh the dccision suPPort s.YsGm thlt tssisl

in decision making to raise a Purchase Requisition. The responses will be kep private ard confidcntial

and will be used solely for the funl year project research purposes'

The proposed system will g,enerate Stock Aging report wtrich contaim information ur the age of thc

inventory 1i.e chemical compound, printer toner to name a few), End the strlf-life/cxpintim

information; as well as consists of Quantity checking systern utrereby il will &termir how mrrch

inventory's quantity left and will notiS the person in charge sttottld the inventory falls bclow ttE safc

level.

It is hope that every question will be answered. Thank you for your coperation

Plcase tic* (fi or cbcle (O) **ae applilnble'

l. Please select Your dePartment'

Departrnent of Chemical EngineerirB 
EI 

*ent of Elcctric & Eletmic FnSinGGrnS

Deparunent of Civil Engineering [_l O"p"rtment of Computsr md Infcmation Scirmoe (ClS

Depart?enkq6rhTfiU6gigfd6q18Y* Ll o*r*ent of Frndmcntal & Appliod sciq*.
Ergineering,

25 and below 46 to 55 years old

n 26 to 3s y""., otfi 56 andabove

E 36 to 45 '"r* ",J-J
3. please irdicate how much experiere you have had withthc procurcmol

system.

6 months or less E ,, to 2 years

7 to t2 months Ll Z to 3 yesrs

l34o 6a!@!nave any I I *or" then I y66
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experience using any decision support system (such as Stock Aging Report or

Quantity Check Report) before you make a decision to raise a hrrchase Requisition?

Yes trNo
5. Do you agree that the quantity checking system is useful in assisting you making a

decision to raise a Purchase Requisition?

Strongly Agree Neutral Disagrec Stroqgty

Agree Dissgac

Please select your extent of agreement

with the statrement below, from on of the

options.

Please seloct your ext€nt of agreement

with the statement below, from on of the

options.

Please select your extent of agreernent

with the staternent below, from on of the

options.

6. Do you agree that th Stock Aging report is useful in assising yor making a &cision

to raise the Purchase Requisition?

Suongly Agree Neutral DisagrGc SuoqSD

Agree Disagcc

7 . Do you agree that the pmposed system will lessen your wortlod?

Stlongly Agree Neutral Disagrec SuonSD

Agree
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E. How would you rate the level of convenienc€ towards your daily rssks if tb
proposed system is implemented?

Please seloct from the scale - I being conveoient, 5 being most c.olrvqricot

t2

9. How would you rate the level of convenience if the proposed systcm wcp Gquippod

with auto notification on low inventory level?

Please select from the scale - I being conveo.ienl 5 being most c@vcoicot

10. How would you rate tIre level of convenierrcc if the proposcd system were oquippcd

with auto notification to Purchasing Departnreu on hrchase Rcquisition D.dc?
Please select fr,om the scalc - I being conveaicnt, 5 bcing mctcooracaicat

I l. If the decision support system for procurement wcrE being irybmcroq rh
medium would you like to have to assist you in ssing the systcm? (you can ticl morc
than one.)

User Manual

Training Worlcshop

Courseware (CD)

Appendir 3t

This survey is conducted to find out the level of usability of thc web eppllcrdon c-
lnventory Management Information Syscm (elMls). you arc ficn 5 mlnurs o go
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through the whole website and another 5 to 10 minutes to complete either one of the
elM lS user modules: (a) as a requester (b) as a lab technician (c) as a lab executive. your
answers will be much appreciated and will be used to improve the usability of the web
application. Thank you.

General Observation

1. How easy it is to navigate through the website?

1 2 3 4 5

Extremely

Difficult

Difficult Neutral Easy Extrcmcly Ersy

2. Is it obvious to you which actions are available for you to use?

I v"' Eno
Look and Feel

a. ls the website consistent from pages to pages?

!'"'

tlo (Please specify

whyl-

No(Plcasc specify

why)-

llo(Plcrsc spGdfy
why)-

eIMIS System Usabiliry Scale (SUS)

[ ] Requester [ ] Lab rechnician t I t ab Etecutive (plcasc dd( whldr epp[.clbh)
fRate the level of usability)

1. I think it is easy to understand the f,ow of the modulc

n

n

I v"'

!'*

I*"
b. Do you find the font size used suitable?

c. Are the colors chosen suitable for the web applicaton?

d. Do you find the sizes of the buttons avallable sulB the wcb eppllcrdon?Yes 
! J;Jl"'*'**

e. Do you think the whole website look neat?
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1 2 3 4 5

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

4.

2. I found the module to be unnecessarily complex

3. I think I would like to use this module frequently

nrod le

6. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this
module

7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this module very oulcklv

-t 

r ---J

8. I found the module is very cumbersome to use

rd

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly A3ree

thousht there rvas too nruch lnconsistencv ir'l his module
1 2 3 4 5

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agrec

ound tlle varrous nloclules ill rrs \t'eb applicatiorl rYere lvell ilrtegrirted
1 2 3 4 5

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

1 2 3 4 5
Strongly

Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

I felt very confident in using the module
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1 2 3 4 5

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going using the module
1 2 3 4 5

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree Neutral Atree Strongly Agree
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